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ABSTRACT

Objective: to identify models for the implementation of evidence-based practice in hospital based nursing.

Method: this is a narrative review of the literature. After the identification of the models, a search of specific references on the topic of interest was carried out and the articles were published.

Results: 16 models are presented for the use of research in the practice of hospital nurses, published between 1970 and 2015. The stages for the implementation of the models were described with emphasis on the types of evidence and approaches for the use of the research.

Conclusion: in the analysis of the assumptions of the models described, it can be inferred that the use of research in the practice of hospital nurses requires knowledge and skills beyond the usual in the daily work. Thus, the challenge for the national scenario is the development of national models, specific to the reality experienced and, also, the elaboration of initiatives that portray the implementation and/or adaptation of the models proposed in an international scope.

INTRODUCTION

Research as the guiding thread of nursing care is, above all, a transforming praxis. Regarding the scientific production of a profession, it is hoped to portray the specific area of knowledge. The production of knowledge in nursing is an action that seeks to transform the social and cultural practice of health care. Thus, researches have been increasingly recognized as essential to the Nursing practice - be it in the clinical, managerial or teaching field, because it allows the acquisition of knowledge and the evaluation of behaviors, allowing greater security for decision making. However, the use of research to modify clinical practice still presents itself as a construct for nursing.

The Brazilian context, contextualized to the Unified Health System (SUS), the Higher Education Institution and the health services cooperate to carry out training, research and university extension practices. As a traditional locus of teaching-service integration, public teaching hospitals have, as part of their mission, the development of the teaching-research binomial in order to achieve qualified training and assistance. However, one of the greatest challenges is to adopt research in this space in an inventive way where the reproduction of the institution predominates daily. The culture of Brazilian hospitals has contained elements related to the rigid organizational structure and the centralization of power; resulting in competitions, individualism and difficulty in developing teamwork; disinterest in the welfare and promotion of interpersonal relations; and disregard for the needs of workers.

It is also emphasized that the perseverance of this context is related to the guidelines established by classic administration models, based on the logic of legal authority inherited from bureaucratic conception and characterized by hierarchical, vertical structures and fragmentation of responsibilities. For nursing, the contextualization of the fragmentations in the work relations in the hospital scope presents itself as established from its modern origin. The productive structure of nursing is based on the social division of labor. In the hospital context, it places an emphasis on organization, processes and tasks; excessive preoccupation with manuals of procedures, routines, norms and in the control of the work process of the nurse.

In the teaching hospital scenario, where care and management nurses actively participate in different academic activities, it is crucial to foster the approximation of these professionals for the utilization of research. This action is beneficial to qualify the scenario, mainly, to develop research to respond to local demands in order to strengthen this space as a territory of good research practices, training and assistance/care. It is added that new knowledge, if isolated, is not applied or has an effect on society. Traditionally, the use of research in practice is slow, making it difficult to incorporate the produced knowledge. On the other hand, there are cases where the traditional disclosure of research results is obsolete to everyday demands, widening the gap between what is known and what is consistently done in the practical world. Faced with this context the questioning emerges: what are the existing models to guide the implementation of evidence-based practice among hospital nurses?

The use of surveys can be defined as the application of a study or its results in practice. In general, the transfer of research to practice involves different...
activities in order to culminate in the creation of an innovation. It is emphasized that conducting the research is directed towards the production of knowledge that is generalizable beyond the population that was directly studied, while the use of research is directed to transfer a specific knowledge based on studies to the practice, using techniques developed and tested in practice. However, the confusion between the two processes occurs because one set of activities does not happen in isolation from the other. The use of research in practice is one of the elements of evidence-based practice (EBP). Even in view of the benefit to cost control, care quality and patient safety, the implementation of this approach has presented itself as a complex challenge to nursing worldwide. In light of the above, this study aims to identify implementation models of evidence based practice in hospital nursing.

METHOD

A narrative review of the literature consisting of a wide publication, appropriate to describe and discuss the “state of the art” under the theme in contextual perspective. The sources of information or the methodology for the search in narrative reviews are not usually informed. Basically, the narrative review is composed of the analysis of the literature contained in books and/or articles, as well as the author’s personal interpretation and critical analysis. The main sources of information used in this review to identify the models were a book, a thesis of Full Professors and seven scientific articles. After the identification of the models, a search of specific references on the topic of interest was performed and the published articles were read.

The models for the use of research in practice were presented according to the historical emergence. The implementation and emphasis steps of the approach of each model were described, i.e., whether there was focus on the organizational aspects of the hospital and/or the individual competencies of the nurse. Another aspect also presented regarding the models refers to the types of evidence. Thus, we observed the following: synthesis of research results with different designs and methodological approaches (scientific evidence); synthesis of results from primary studies with experimental or quasi-experimental designs, through systematic review (better evidence); non-scientific evidence: data from the analysis of records of hospitalization unit, quality control reports and/or hospital infection control (among others), surveys of hospital institution guidelines and professional expertise.

RESULTS

Based on the information sources used in conducting the narrative review, 16 models were identified and directed for the use of research in the practice of hospital based nurses. Table 1 shows the name of the model, the year and country of its first publication, the emphasis of each model’s approach, types of evidence and the synthesis of steps for implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model (year/country), emphasis of approach and type of evidence</th>
<th>Synthesis of steps*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stetler Model of Research Utilization (1976, USA)</td>
<td>Establish purposes for literature review; to carefully evaluate the research findings; comparing the results of the studies with the practice of care; make a decision (use, expect to use, reject or not use); detail and justify the steps for the implementation of the new procedure and evaluate formally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct and Utilization of Research in Nursing (CURN) (1978, USA)</td>
<td>Concern about changes in Nursing practice; define and evaluate a problem in patient care; seek solutions; selecting a potential solution; perform experiments or test the proposed solution; evaluate satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the solution, therefore repeat the steps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Assurance Model Using Research (QAMUR) (1987, USA)</td>
<td>Ask questions or identify problems; seek solutions, review and evaluate literature (conducting research); plan to change; implement innovation (protocols, procedures and policies); evaluate the expected results; formulate care standards (ensure quality improvement).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa Model[27-28](1994, USA)</td>
<td>Identify practical problems and formulate research questions; determine how much of a problem the priority topic is for the organization; identify terms for searching for evidence, critically analyze and synthesize this evidence; determine if the evidence is sufficient - otherwise conduct a search; if evidence is sufficient and the changes are appropriate, conduct a pilot study to change the practice; evaluate pilot results, disseminate results and implement change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Scientific evidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ottawa Model of Research Use (OMRU)[29-30](1999, Canada)</td>
<td>Identify people with authority to legitimize the change process and the required resources; clearly specify what innovation need to be implemented; evaluate innovation: potential actors that can adopt it, barriers and facilities implementation; select strategies to sensitize those involved about the value of innovation, its diffusion in the organization until reaching the direct care to the patient; evaluate the impact and disseminate the results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Organizational Scientific evidences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promoting Action on Research Implementation in Health Services Frame-work (PARIHS)[31](1998, United Kingdom)</td>
<td>Seek evidence from scientific research, clinical experience, patient experiences, institution data and reports; adopt innovation in order to influence organizational culture by supporting leadership and reviewing practices; incorporate people into the organization whose knowledge and skills can support change in practice according to the evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Scientific evidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rosswurm and Larrabean Model[32](1999, USA)</td>
<td>Identify the need to change practice; approximate the problem with outcome indicators; summarize the best scientific evidence (systematic review) considering feasibility, benefits and risks for its implementation; develop a plan for changing the practice, including the necessary resources; implement and evaluate change (inform if a pilot study is conducted); integrate and maintain change in practice (communicate results to strategic leaders); monitor implementation (evaluate process and results).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Best scientific evidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advancing Research and Clinical Practice Through Close Collaboration (ARCC)[33-34](1999, USA)</td>
<td>Understand organizational culture and readiness to change; identify strengths and barriers for the implementation of EBP in the organization; identify the professionals specialized in the organization to assist in the implementation of the EBP with the assistance teams in the clinical units; implement the evidence in practice and evaluate the results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational best evidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Tyler Collaborative Model[35](2004, USA)</td>
<td>Breaking the ice: identifying forces in the organization that can affect change; building collaborative relationships among strategic leaders to adopt change; diagnose the problem: identify areas to implement EBP; acquiring resources: raising financial and human requirements for the implementation of change; move: engage nursing assistants to identify solutions to their demands based on EBP (organize working group); choose a solution: rigorous review of scientific production; gain acceptance and followers: implement the evidence through a pilot study, in which they can evaluate the care given to the adoption of the evidence regarding their non-adoption; Stabilize: include evidence in the organization’s rules and routines; evaluate results in the organization against the incorporation of evidence into work routines, and prepare reports that evaluate the results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Scientific and non scientific evidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johns Hopkins Nursing Evidence-based Practice Model (JHNEBP)[36-37](2007, USA)</td>
<td>Identify a question of practice, formulate the research question using terms appropriate to the search for evidence; search, critically evaluate, summarize and classify levels of evidence; use “non-scientific” evidence (financial data, professional experience and patient preferences) for decision making; determine the feasibility of applying the evidence, draw up an action plan for its translation, implement the change, evaluate and communicate the results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Scientific and non scientific evidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Center for Evidence-Based Practice (ACE)[38-39](2004, USA)</td>
<td>To seek new knowledge through research; to carry out a rigorous review of multiple primary studies (in view of the different designs) to formulate new knowledge; prepare a document or guide to translate the evidence into practice; integrate evidence into practice by influencing changes in people and organization; evaluate the impact of the change in practice and its increase in the quality of care provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Scientific evidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Clinical Scholar Model[40](2009, USA)</td>
<td>Identify opportunities to implement change in the organization; review internal evidence (information and service data) and external evidence (search results); determine the strength of the evidence and conduct a plan for its implementation. If they are not safe enough, conduct a search; to simulate its application with different means; apply them and obtain the results in context; disseminate the results to the internal and external community of the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Organizational Scientific and non scientific evidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the conduct of the narrative review it was possible to verify the absence of national publications in Latin America and the Caribbean describing models for the use of research in the practice of hospital nurses. The emphasis on the organizational approach was a predominant proposition among the models for the implementation of EBP in the hospital setting. It could also be observed that the models differ in the conduct of specific research to support nurses’ practice decisions, discussed in: QAMUR,26 Iowa Model,27-28 OMRU,33-34 Tyler Collaborative Model,39 The MKIT Model43 and RAAAM44 - the others turned to the synthesis of the results of primary studies. The concept of evidence was also distinct among models. Systematized information derived from reports from the service itself was considered important evidence from the Tyler Collaborative Model,35 JHNEBP,36-37 The Colorado Model,32 The Clinical Scholar Model,40 The MKIT Model43 and RAAAM44 models. While the models Rosswurm and Larrabee’s Model,32 ARCC,33-34 Model in an Academic and Medical Center 41 presented stricter structures for the incorporation of the evidence to the practice, being understood exclusively as application of synthesis of results of experimental or quasi-experimental studies. Prior to the dissemination or protocol incorporation of innovation / evidence into the hospital organization, models guided: a pilot study, such as CURN,23-25 Iowa Model,27-28 Rosswurm and Larrabee Model,32 the simulation of evidence in context, such as Scholar Model,40 or the elaboration of an action plan to translate the evidence into practice, according to: JHNEBP,36-37 ACE.38-39

**DISCUSSION**

In the 1970s, the federal government of the United States of America financed institutional projects to promote the use of research in practice, and thus test its operationalization.13-14 The Western Council on Higher Education for Nursing, a nursing project that originated from this initiative involved thirteen states. In the first phase, nurses with research training (teaching nurses and/or researchers) were recruited. Next, through workshops, the nurses were educators and/or researchers with the attending nurses of the hospitals participating in the project, whose purpose was to critically evaluate the research and to identify nursing interventions based on their results in order to be implemented...
in institution. Subsequently, a new workshop was held, in which participants reported the trajectory of implementation of new practices and the results achieved, as well as the follow-up of these changes for six months in hospitals. The project’s objective was partially achieved, with some scientific publications referring to the results of the initiative.14

The Stetler Model21-22 was the first to be published in the USA in the 1970s. The purpose of the model was to direct nursing postgraduates on how to apply research results to their professional performance. This model presents guidelines for the translation of evidence and the implementation steps. It was conceived as an advanced instrument for EBP guidance and an important reference for the training of specialist nurses. The author presented reformulations of the model with publications aimed mainly at the political use of research results for decision-making in hospitals.31-32

In the 1980s, the Conduct and Utilization of Research in Nursing (CURN) project23-25 originated as a model for the integration between faculty and nurse assistants at the University of Michigan. One of the most relevant contributions of this project was the establishment of guidelines for the use of research results, aiming at eliminating the attempt to implement inconsistent or insufficient research results into nursing practice.23 Goode and collaborators24 improved the concept used in the CURN project, and applied it to a rural community hospital. This experience was notorious within the country for reflecting excellence in the clinical application of research results among the 200 evaluated hospital institutions.24

In the 1990s, two new relevant model proposals emerged to guide the use of research in nursing practice in the United States. In general, the model proposals brought the recommendations of the quality assurance programs of the American hospital institutions, and the use of research with an instrumental approach was predicted as a quality indicator.13-14 The Quality Assurance Model Using Research (QAMUR)26 was developed as a collaborative program between hospital and nursing school, which already had formal teaching, practice and research links. The activities of the program integrated nurse professors / researchers, nursing students and nurses of the assistance scenarios. The model is based on the use of research to formulate standards of quality of care and direct it both to the use of research results and to conducting new research.26 The QAMUR model has been used frequently among US nurses due to the easy application of its steps, as well as having a decision-making algorithm format.16-26

The Iowa Model of Evidence-Based Practice (Iowa Model),27-28 is one of the most popular models, and was also proposed from the improvement of the steps recommended in the CURN23 model, as it has seen the different context that permeated the elaboration of this model fashion model. At the time, there was a growth in the number of clinical nursing researches published and also a larger number of trained specialist nurses. According to the CURN23 model, the Iowa model advocated that the use of research in practice would occur when new knowledge was published or that nurses experienced a specific demand that indicated the need for a change in practice.27-28 The differentiated view of this model consists in the perception on the use of surveys. For the first time, it was pointed out that the use of research (development and/or incorporation of its results) should be an inherent action of hospital nurses, and therefore, health organizations had the role of supporting this performance. In its detail, the Iowa model recommended, with respect to the use of research: it should be included in the description of the assignments of the nurses, in the philosophy and in the patterns of the Nursing Divisions; institutions should ensure time for nurses to participate in research and that in the hospital units the research climate should be encouraged by the provision of specialized consultancies for further research, as well as participation in study groups and/or committees for activities. In the model, the importance of the mobilization of the organizational climate was highlighted so that it was favorable for EBP implementation. The Theory of Innovation Diffusion45 was used for this mobilization.14, 27-28

At the end of the 1990s, the first publications in Canada and the United Kingdom on models for the implementation of EBP began to appear, including: Ottawa Model of Research Use (OMRU)29-30 and Promoting Action on Research Implementation in Health Services Framework (PARIHS).31 respectively. It was observed that in the aforementioned countries, the previous scientific publications had, in short, reports of experiments on the use of research in practice, especially in the context of nurse training.13 In the OMRU model, designed to guide the transfer of research for practice, it was recommended that a theoretical framework be initially identified in order to support the adoption of innovations, which should consider the characteristics of innovation and the ability to influence leaders to engage in the process. As a result, it would be nec-
Essary to plan the change of practice in a dynamic and interactive way, including the researchers and potential users of the research results. It was also pointed out that the choice to use research would be influenced by external factors, involving patient preferences and the status of innovation in society as a whole. The propositions of the OMru model encompassed the use of research as innovation, and not exclusively the use of synthesis of study results.29.30

The structuring of the PARIHS model, similar to the OMRI[29-30] model, started from a premise regarding the complexity and dynamism involved in the incorporation of research in practice. The model approach advocated the use of the synthesis of research results. Among the guidelines of the model, the importance of identifying the reasons why the evidence was not incorporated in the nurses’ practice, as well as the level of individual competencies of these professionals and the main barriers that they found for the use of research were highlighted. Above all, the implementation of EBP would occur when the evidence was scientifically sound, corresponding to nurses ‘interests and patients’ preferences, and when the context for implementation was conducive to change. A favorable context would be a supportive organizational culture, with transformational leaders with high capacity of influence, and with appropriate monitoring of the results found after the implementation of the evidence. The PARIHS model has undergone adaptations over time related to the steps, which included sub-categories being added, which may provide better order to the transfer of research results to practice.31

Thanks to the advent of the Internet, in the late 1990s and early 2000s, American publications on models for EBP implementation in Nursing were expanded.13  Rosswurm and Larabee’s Change Model for Evidence-Based Practice (Rosswurm and Larabee’s Model)32 was presented as the model whose principal concern was related to transforming the intuitive practice of nurses into practice that used consistent research results. The authors, professors of the University of The Virginia School of Nursing, advocated the importance of using valid and recorded descriptors as search terms for scientific evidence, and the systematic review of (exclusive) experimental studies as important criteria in the definition of EBP. Also, they argued that EBP was guided by standardized problems through Nursing Diagnostics, which presented standardized terminologies worldwide. The model was applied at the Charleston Area Medical Center.32

The Advancement Research and Clinical Practice through Close Collaboration (ARCC) model33-34 emerged as an initiative to bring research results closer to the practical performance of nurses, with a view to advancing EBP in a teaching hospital. The elaboration of the model began with a survey of nurses working in this hospital regarding the barriers and facilities that they experienced with EBP.33-34  Thus, the formulation of the dimensions of the model was based on the results of this survey and the authors considered the Theory of Control (cognitive behavioral theory) as a theoretical reference.46

The structuring of the ARCC model started from the argument that nurses’ beliefs and values about EBP, and the strengthening of competencies for the use of evidence, would be able to make feasible the daily exercise care based on the EBP premises. In particular, to strengthen the nurse competencies to search for primary studies from experimental research designs, standardized by the strategy according to the anagram PICO: P - person, population under study or health problem, I - intervention to be analyzed, C - comparison of the intervention to be analyzed, O (outcomes) - clinical outcome; with the use of appropriate descriptors, and systematic reviews. The development of this initiative was performed by specialist tutors already working in the hospital - Advanced Practice Nurses, who were oriented to work on strengthening the positive belief about the value of research among nursing teams, as well as in increasing the competence of the teams in order to use EBP. Specialist tutors were responsible for conducting strategies in hospital units, such as: study groups, critical reading of research, among others. In addition, the tutors worked with the nursing teams to organize internal evidence (reports with data on the care provided) and to manage the projects / action plans for the incorporation of EBP. The structure of the model was broad, and included a scale to evaluate whether there was an effective implementation of EBP among the nursing teams.33-34

The Tyler Collaborative Model35 addressed collaboration and integration among nurse researchers and hospital administrators for the implementation of EBP with care nurses. The author reinforced the need for changes in health services and the availability of resources (specialized human and financial resources) for an orderly implementation of this approach. The structure of the model was based on an extensive review of the main barriers involving the use of EBP, and on the models available for its implementation. The main barriers described were
specifically, this step would be considered as the generator of innovation to be implemented.38-39

The Clinical Scholar Model40 and the Evidence-based Practice Model in an Academic Medical Center,41 both published in 2009, were developed as specialized mentoring programs to support the implementation of EBP with nurses in care settings. The first model addressed the training of the clinical nurse scholar – a category of professional to compose the nursing team (denomination given by the authors). The program proposed the training of nurses with specific competence to induce EBP in care units. This approach was understood as a method for solving problems in units by means of scientific principles. The maintenance of the curiosity for constant questioning of the practice was considered as the main attitude to be incorporated into the nurses’ performance, the analysis of results of researches with different methodological delineations associated to the internal evidences (unit reports, clinical expertise, satisfaction of the patient) being important in order to produce the future implemented innovation. The clinical scholar nurse, working with the nursing care teams, should decide which practices needed to be improved or revised or even abolished. The elaboration of the model was based on the CURN project23 and the Diffusion of Innovations Model.45 Another document used in the description of the assignments of the clinical scholar nurse was the Clinical Scholarship Resource Paper, disseminated by Sigma Theta Tau International, in which the practice of nurses and the results achieved by projects developed for the implementation of EBP.40

The second model, The Evidence-based Practice Model in an Academic Medical Center,41 also resulted from a program for the training of tutors for EBP implantation. The purpose of the program was to prepare nurses to exercise transformational leadership and to promote changes in the organization’s culture to ensure the sustainability of EBP. This program was developed at the Barners-Jewish Hospital, linked to the Washington University School (USA). The site had multidisciplinary committees for reviewing practices and also Advanced Practice Nurses, or in other words, a strong team to induce change in practices through research results.41 The conceptual basis for the elaboration of this model was by Melnyk and Fineout-Overholt.33 The Evidence-based Practice Model in an Academic Medical Center was drawn from practical results achieved by a training program, which considered the integration of the best evidence resulting from

---

the knowledge gap in nurses for the critical evaluation of research results; among those who presented the knowledge, many felt isolated because of the lack of specialized support to guide the translation; for hospital administrators, the use of surveys was not identified as a priority action. In view of the above, the need to induce was demonstrated, firstly by a theoretical model, a cooperative environment to implement EBP. It would be comprised of the use of results from different sources of evidence, not only those from surveys, but also from local reporting.35

The Johns Hopkins Nursing Evidence-Based Practice Model (JHNEBP)36-37 is represented as an open system. At its center, the evidence is presented as the basis for practice, training and research. The model considered as evidence the results of researches with different methodological delineations as evidence, with the necessary classification of the level of evidence. In general, decision-making for the use of evidence would be influenced by external factors such as the accreditation process and inductive and internal policies, such as organizational culture and team engagement and available financial resources. In this context, the model also advocates the need to evaluate internal evidences (infection control reports, cost-effectiveness evaluation, among others) in order to support the change in practice. This model was composed of guiding questions, which detailed the implementation of EBP step by step. The nurses at Johns Hopkins Hospital have adopted this model in the standardization of EBP, as well as using it for teaching at the linked university.36-37

In 2001, the Academic Center for Evidence-Based Practice (ACE)38-39 of the University of Texas Health Science Center (USA) convened a national consensus among experts in the field in order to develop a panel on essential competencies for EBP in nursing. The model is represented as a simple five-point star, the ACE Star Model described the relations between the various stages of the transformation of knowledge, to the extent that the newly discovered knowledge was put into practice.15-16,38-39 This model has been considered more as a “teaching-learning” structure for EBP. The national consensus on the essential competences for EBP pointed to the inclusion of content in the training of nurses, favoring the educational preparation for this approach.15-16,38-39 As discussed in the model, the standardized search of primary studies and the development of a rigorous method for the synthesis of these results (in view of the different types of study designs) could ensure the paradigm shift in nursing related to the use of research in practice.
the synthesis of experimental studies, according to the ARCC Model.41

In 2011, another model was published by Goode and colleagues, who included the practical application of the CURN project.42 The proposal consisted of updating the experience of implementing the CURN model and was also influenced by the models: Iowa, OMRU, PARIHS, The Tyler Collaborative Model and JHNEBP. The model called The Colorado Patient-Centered Interprofessional Evidence-Based Practice Model (The Colorado Model)42 consisted of two diagrams, in which one of these diagrams the feasible aspects for the change of the organizational structure favorable to EBP as approached. In this diagram, the patient was the center of the interventions, and leadership, specialized mentoring and organizational support (human and financial resources) were presented as catalysts for the implantation of EBP. The second diagram demonstrated the steps for the evidence to be used in order to generate changes in clinical practice. The incorporation of non-scientific evidence (institution reports, information from the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, professional expertise) together with scientific evidence (studies of different designs) to broaden the decision-making scope. In order for decision-making to incorporate evidence into practice, the context of the organization and, in particular, patient preferences should be considered. The Colorado Model presented an approach that considers a greater number of aspects for EBP implementation and sustainability, both within the organization and in relation to the individual competencies of nurses.42

The Multisystem Model of Knowledge Integration and Translation (MKIT)43 and The Research Appreciation, Accessibility and Application Model (RAAAM)44 were models that addressed the systemic implementation of EBP in nursing, and presented conceptual similarities. In the description of the MKIT model, it was argued that nurses want to improve the quality of the practice, however they do not know how to use the research for that purpose. On the other hand, researchers usually conduct inquiries for their particular interests and “passions”, and at the same time, hospital administrators refute any innovations that are not in line with their planning. Historically, research has been judged by its methodological rigor, and an assessment of its usefulness to practice is not added. The MKIT model presented systemic reconciliation between these poles in order to achieve the sustainability of EBP in health institutions. The importance of the team of research nurses to respond to the needs of changing practices in the hospital was described, with the attribution of this team to the search, critical evaluation and synthesis of the evidence. The meetings between research nurses and caregivers should be programmed according to the recommended model for the construction of the change plan, as well as for the delineation of the pilot study to be previously carried out, and for the final decision to integrate the evidence.43

The RAAAM model was applied in a large hospital in Australia. The author of the model and coordinator of the study started the proposal due to the need to promote the research in the health institution. The model focused on conducting research (not just the use of results) as a guideline for problem solving. Potential partnerships between university-institution hospitals were identified for the provision of specialized tutors (research nurses) in the guidance on the use of research. The second dimension of the model approached the access to the research results, emphasizing that this step requires action that requires greater specialization and improved competence. Therefore, the identification of the evidence was conducted by the tutoring originated in the relationship between university-hospital institution-conducted by nurses researchers.44 For the translation of research results into clinical practice, groups of facilitators were organized, which intermediately the reading of the syntheses of evidence for the language for the improved comprehension throughout the nursing team.

The EBP sustainability in the hospital institution, from the perspective of this model, was due to the collaboration and partnerships between researchers, translation facilitators and Nursing teams. The sustainability of the research value occurred when the care nurses were engaged in collaborative research projects with researchers and facilitators. As a result, those involved used the research to find alternative solutions for everyday problems.44

Historically, EBP originated in evidence-based medicine (EBM). Despite being an approach, discussed in Clinical Epidemiology since the 1970s, the first MBE publications occurred in the 1990s with Guyatt et al., At McMaster University (Canada) and Sackett and the editorial collaborators in the British Medical Journal.47-48 The Institute of Medicine (IOM) of the United States of America (USA), in its report entitled “Crossing the quality chasm: the new health system for the 21st century”, already highlighted the compulsory teaching of EBM in undergraduate medical curricula. This initiative emerged due to the
number of medical errors that have contributed to people’s deaths. Thus, evidence-based action could promote increased patient safety.\textsuperscript{15}

In contrast, nursing has a different history related to the use of evidence in clinical practice. The first publication of a Nursing theory occurred in 1952 by Hildegard Peplau, and placed the status of this profession as a science based on human and health needs.\textsuperscript{2} In Brazil, the participation of nurses in research development occurred from the creation of the university career in 1963, evolving greatly with the creation of postgraduate programs, with the commencement of the first master’s degree in nursing in 1972 at the Anna Nery Nursing School, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro.\textsuperscript{49} In the 1970’s Research utilization began, which advocated the relevance of conducting research in nursing, as well as the use of its results in clinical practice.\textsuperscript{15} In addition, scientific publications have discussed the role of Florence Nightingale as an EBP protagonist in nursing, in view of her pioneering role in organizing nursing care observation, statistical analysis and scientific research.\textsuperscript{50-51}

\section*{CONCLUSION}

In general, the implementation of evidence-based practice models in hospital nursing aims to promote the improvement of the quality of care by increasing the reliability of the interventions. The models describe stages that include the search and selection of the best evidence, to strategies to guarantee the sustainability of its incorporation in hospital organizations. However, through the assumptions of the models described, it can be inferred that the use of research in the practice of hospital nurses requires knowledge and skills beyond the usual in the daily work practice. In addition to the transformational leadership exercise and greater approximation with nurse-researchers.

Despite its specificities, the implementation of the models requires nurses: to be knowledgeable about methodological approaches and different types of research; critical analysis of publications (primary studies), as well as methods of synthesizing the results of primary studies (e.g., systematic review). In the organizational context, for the use of research in practice, it was presented as an essential aspect that the nurse promotes the engagement of all nursing staff, other workers and the managers acting on the scene. Monitoring, evaluation and dissemination of results were presented as crucial components for the use of research in nursing practice. The teaching-service integration and the approach between researchers and nurses of the hospital scenario was presented as fundamental.

In view of this reality, the use of research in the practice of nurses has been complex worldwide. The challenge for the national scenario is the development of national models, specific to the experienced reality, or the elaboration of initiatives that portray the implementation and/or adaptation of the models proposed in the international scope. Thus, this review provides support for the development of future research on the use of models for the use of research in the practice of hospital nurses, seeking to contribute to the increase of scientific production on this subject which remains a challenge in the national nursing context.
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